CUSTOMERS REVIEWS
Eliane R. Jacques is the best jeweler in the region!
★★★★★
Jacques is the best jeweler in the region, very creative and sensitive to his client’s
expectations! When I need something that is precious to me, Jacques is the
Professional who I trust, with my eyes shut!
Caroline S. Jacques Jewelers is a Great Jeweler!
★★★★★
Jacques and Reine are an AMAZING couple to work with. My fiance and I brought in
my grandmother's diamond to find a new setting. Jacque took the time to show us the
many designs possible HE could create. We were part of the process every step of the
way (even the appraisal with Reine)! Great experience and price (no sales pressure!).
I've since received MANY compliments on my unique and beautiful ring! We'll return in
the future!
Marlene A. Jacques Jewelers is a World Class Jewelers
★★★★★
I have known Reine & Jacques as my jewelers for over 15 years. There is no one that
takes more time and or better care for each piece. Jacques personally repairs each
piece, can design or redesign everything from new to heirloom pieces. I have had them
fix other jeweler's work. If you want quality workmanship & honest people - I highly
recommend Reine, who is a certified appraiser & gemologist (I think I have that correct)
and Jacques as your jewelers.
Renee F. Jacques Jewelers is a real gem!
★★★★★
Jacques is a true artist. He has a wonderful way of taking your concept and making it
real when creating one of a kind jewelry. But I have been most impressed with how he
took old (ugly) jewelry I had inherited and made them into beautiful pieces I enjoy
wearing! He updated the pieces while still respecting the original expression. I highly
recommend Jacques Jewelers when you are looking for a world class jeweler. Honest,

trustworthy and a pleasure to work with.
Karen D. Jacques Jewelers is a One-of-a-Kind
★★★★★
Jacques is a rare breed; He is one who is an extremely skilled artisan when it comes to
making his own jewelry. His detailed work is exquisite and the fine-tuned mechanisms
on pieces like necklaces and bracelets operate with the movements of your neck and
wrist.
He designs and creates his jewelry in his small work area with his vintage tools. You get
a quality product like those from the past - rich in appearance and solid.
He is a jeweler of distinction and high rank.
Karen D.
Susan P. Jacques Jewelers
★★★★★
What an incredible experience going to this jeweler! One-on-one attention, fantastic
ability to hear what I was looking forward and the skill to bring my interest to reality. I
feel like this piece is of such quality that it will last for several generations. I went to
Jacques on the recommendation of a friend and I am so happy. The quality of his work
is of the highest standard, his pricing is very reasonable and he is a true professional.
His experience and knowledge afford him the opportunity to do anything you are
interested in. I can't tell you how satisfying it is to have friends and strangers alike
compliment me on the pieces I am wearing. They are unique, elegant and timeless. I
have also brought older pieces to Jacques to repair or redesign. He has brought new
life to these pieces and I have been completely satisfied. He is a real craftsman who
puts the time into your purchase to ensure its quality and your happiness. I feel at home
when I go to Jacques Jewelers.
Stepan P. Jacques Jewelers
★★★★★
My wife and I have been going to Jacques for about five years. We were looking for the
type of relationship where you could talk with the jeweler and build the trusting long term
experience. Jacques is a master jeweler, but I would really describe him as an artist
who is incredibly committed to the quality of his designs. He has a real passion for

creating pieces that bring happiness to his customers. The craftsmanship is superb...
built for generations. No job is too small or too big. He has a wealth of knowledge and
the skills to go with it. When we go to Jacques Jewelers, I know that we will always be
happy with the outcome. He is a true professional, who understands the concept of
customer satisfaction. He truly is not happy unless you are. He works tirelessly to
achieve that result. My wife receives constant compliments for the creativeness, quality
and sheer beauty of her jewelry. I have gained a much greater understanding of what
fine custom jewelry entails. Jacques is also a master at repair and upgrades. He knows
how to preserve the beauty of a treasured piece while completing a repair or
enhancement. This requires skill and a commitment to quality. We feel very comfortable
going to Jacques because of the personal attention, incredible skill in design, the
commitment to quality and his overall competitiveness. We are very pleased and highly
recommend this fine jewelry establishment.

